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Abstract. The goal of fine-grained action recognition is to successfully
discriminate between action categories with subtle differences. To tackle
this, we derive inspiration from the human visual system which contains
specialized regions in the brain that are dedicated towards handling specific tasks. We design a novel Dynamic Spatio-Temporal Specialization
(DSTS) module, which consists of specialized neurons that are only activated for a subset of samples that are highly similar. During training,
the loss forces the specialized neurons to learn discriminative fine-grained
differences to distinguish between these similar samples, improving finegrained recognition. Moreover, a spatio-temporal specialization method
further optimizes the architectures of the specialized neurons to capture either more spatial or temporal fine-grained information, to better
tackle the large range of spatio-temporal variations in the videos. Lastly,
we design an Upstream-Downstream Learning algorithm to optimize our
model’s dynamic decisions during training, improving the performance
of our DSTS module. We obtain state-of-the-art performance on two
widely-used fine-grained action recognition datasets.
Keywords: Action recognition, fine-grained, dynamic neural networks.
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Introduction

Fine-grained action recognition involves distinguishing between similar actions
with only subtle differences, e.g., “cutting an apple in a kitchen” and “cutting
a pear in a kitchen”. This is significantly more challenging than coarse-grained
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classification, where the action classes can be “cutting something in a kitchen”
and “playing in a gym”. The higher inter-class similarity in the fine-grained
setting makes it a challenging task, which coarse-grained backbones and methods
struggle to overcome.
To tackle the challenging fine-grained action recognition task, we derive inspiration from the remarkable human visual system which has good fine-grained
recognition capabilities. Importantly, our visual system comprises of specialized
neurons that are activated only under some specific circumstances, as shown by
previous works [33, 23]. For example, for enhanced recognition of humans which
is crucial for social behaviour, human brains have developed a set of cortical
regions specialized for processing faces [33, 23]. These specialized regions fire
only when our attention focuses on human faces, while specific sub-regions are
further specialized to fire specifically for processing face parts [25], eye gazes and
expressions [12], and identity [27, 11].
Inspired by the specialization of
neurons in the human brain, we improve fine-grained recognition capabilities of a neural network by using
specialized parameters that are only
activated on a subset of the data.
More specifically, we design a novel
Dynamic Spatio-Temporal Specialization (DSTS) module which consists of
specialized neurons that are only activated when the input is within their
area of specialization (as determined Fig. 1. Key frames of samples taken from
by their individual scoring kernels). the Something-Something-v2 dataset [10].
In particular, a synapse mechanism (Top) Fine-grained differences lie more in
dynamically activates each specialized the spatial aspects of the two actions, as
neuron only on a subset of samples shown in the green box. To distinguish bethat are highly similar, such that only tween these two actions, we need to fofine-grained differences exist between cus on whether the water in the cup overthem. During training, in order to dis- flows in the final key frame, which can be
tinguish among that particular subset quite subtle. (Bottom) Fine-grained differof similar samples, the loss will push ences lie mainly in the temporal aspects of
the two actions, where we need to focus on
the specialized neurons to focus on
the movement (denoted with yellow arrows)
exploiting the fine-grained differences of the object across all key frames. Best
between them. We note that previous viewed in colour.
works on fine-grained action recognition [48, 38, 52] have not explicitly considered such specialization of parameters.
These works [48, 38, 52] propose deep networks where all parameters are generally updated using all data samples, and thus, during training, the loss tends to
encourage those models to pick up more common discriminative cues that apply
to the more common samples, as opposed to various fine-grained cues that might
be crucial to different subsets of the data.
Pouring something
into something

Pouring something
into something
until it overflows

Pulling something
from right to left

Pulling something
from left to right
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Another interesting insight comes from the human primary visual cortex,
where there are neurons that are observed to be specialized in temporal or spatial aspects [43, 24]. Magnocellular, or M cells, are observed to be specialized to
detect movement, e.g., speed and direction. Parvocellular, or P cells, are important for spatial resolution, e.g., shape, size and color. Together, they effectively
allow humans to distinguish between actions.
Spatial and temporal specialization has clear benefits for fine-grained action
recognition. As observed in Fig 1, some fine-grained differences lie mainly in the
temporal aspects of two actions, e.g., “Pulling something from right to left” and
“Pulling something from left to right”. In this case, a greater emphasis on the
temporal dimension of each video will lead to better recognition performance.
In contrast, some fine-grained differences lie more in the spatial aspects of two
actions, e.g., “Pouring something into something” and “Pouring something into
something and it overflows”. In this case, greater emphasis on the spatial dimension can improve the performance.
To allow our module to efficiently and effectively handle fine-grained differences over a large range of spatio-temporal variations, we design a spatiotemporal specialization method that additionally provides specialized neurons
with spatial or temporal specializations. To achieve such specialization, we explicitly design the specialized neurons to focus only on one single aspect (spatial
or temporal) for each channel of the input feature map at a time, forcing the
neurons to exploit fine-grained differences between similar samples in that specific aspect, leading to higher sensitivity towards these fine-grained differences.
Specifically, this is implemented using gates that determine whether a spatial
operator or a temporal operator is used to process each input channel. By adjusting their gate parameters, specialized neurons that benefit from discerning
spatial or temporal patterns adapt their architectures to use the corresponding
operator across more channels. Eventually, the set of specialized neurons will
have diversified architectures and specializations focusing on different spatial
and temporal aspects, which collectively are capable of handling a large variety
of spatial and temporal fine-grained differences.
During end-to-end training of our module, we jointly train two types of parameters: upstream parameters (i.e., scoring kernels and gate parameters) that
make dynamic decisions and downstream parameters (i.e., spatial and temporal
operators) that process input, which can be challenging as upstream parameters themselves also affect the training of downstream ones. Hence, we design
an Upstream-Downstream Learning (UDL) algorithm to optimize upstream parameters to learn how to make decisions that positively affect the training of
downstream parameters, improving the performance of our DSTS module.

2
2.1

Related Work
Action Recognition

Action recognition involves taking an action video clip as input and predicting
the class of the action. Many methods have been proposed to tackle this task,
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including the two-stream [30], TSN [35], TRN [51], TSM [19], TPN [44], LTC [34],
I3D [3], S3D [42], SlowFast [7], X3D [6], NL [36], GST [22], Tx [9], TimeSformer
[2], ViViT [1], MViT-B [5], and Swin Transformer [20].
2.2

Fine-grained Action Recognition

In comparison, fine-grained action recognition, where actions have lower interclass differences, has been relatively less explored. Datasets such as SomethingSomething-v2 [10] and Diving48 [18] have been curated for this purpose.
Interaction Part Mining [52] mines mid-level parts, connects them to form a
large spatio-temporal graph and mines interactions within the graph. LFB [38]
employs a long-term feature bank for detailed processing of long videos that
provides video-level contextual information at every time step. FineGym [28]
has found that coarse-grained backbones lack the capability to capture complex
temporal dynamics and subtle spatial semantics for their fine-grained dataset.
TQN [48] casts fine-grained action recognition as a query-response task, where
the model learns query vectors that are decoded into response vectors by a
Transformer.
Different from previous works that do not explicitly consider specialized parameters, we propose a novel dynamic DSTS module that trains and selects
specialized neurons for fine-grained action recognition. Furthermore, we investigate a novel spatio-temporal specialization scheme that optimizes architectures
of the specialized neurons to focus more on spatial or temporal aspects, further
specializing them for improved fine-grained action recognition.
2.3

Dynamic Neural Networks

Dynamic neural networks generally adapt their parameters or structures according to the input. Typical approaches include generating weights with a subnetwork, dynamically selecting network depth and dynamically selecting network
widths [46, 37, 13, 40, 50]. On videos, several methods [41, 39] adaptively select video frames for the sake of efficiency. GSM [31] learns to adaptively route
features from a 2D-CNN through time and combine them. TANet [21] employs
a dynamic video aggregation kernel that adds global video information to 2D
convolutions.
Different from these methods, our DSTS module focuses on improving performance on fine-grained action recognition. We design a novel synapse mechanism
that activates each specialized neuron only on samples that are highly similar,
pushing them to pick up relevant fine-grained differences to distinguish between
these similar samples. We further propose spatio-temporal specialization of our
specialized neurons, which to the best of our knowledge, has not yet been explored in previous works.
2.4

Kernel Factorization

Kernel Factorization generally involves factorizing a 3D spatio-temporal convolution into a 2D spatial convolution plus a 1D temporal convolution, such
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as in P3D [26], S3D [42] and R(2+1)D [32]. In GST [22], 3D convolutions are
decomposed into a fixed combination of parallel spatial and temporal convolutions. In these works, the kernel factorization leads to improved effectiveness and
efficiency.
Here, we propose a novel DSTS module that dynamically activates the most
relevant specialized neuron. Different from previous works, our specialized neurons learn to select a spatial or temporal operator for each channel, to better
handle the corresponding fine-grained differences between similar samples, for
fine-grained action recognition.

3
3.1

Proposed Method
Overview
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trained on all samples, as they will
Layer1
Layer2
LayerL
tend to capture common discriminaDSTS Module
tive cues that occur more commonly
throughout the data, instead of var- Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed DSTS
ious fine-grained cues, each of which module, which processes features extracted
might only be relevant in a small sub- from a backbone. There are L layers within
set of the data [15]. Thus, to im- the DSTS module, each comprising N speprove performance on fine-grained ac- cialized neurons (grey rectangles). When a
tion recognition, we propose to em- feature map X is fed into the j-th DSTS
ploy specialized parameters in our layer, impulse values vij from each specialmodel. These specialized parameters ized neuron nij are first calculated, and
the specialized neuron with the highest imare pushed to gain specialized capapulse value in that layer is activated (indibilities in identifying fine-grained dif- cated with red arrows) using the Gumbelferences by being trained only on a Softmax technique (indicated with ○
G ). A
subset of the data that contains highly skip connection adds general features from
similar samples.
the backbone to the output
L of the DSTS
Our DSTS module achieves this module (indicated with ), before being
specialization through the dynamic fed into the classifier.
usage of blocks of parameters called specialized neurons, which can be observed
in Fig. 2. For each input sample, only one specialized neuron (i.e., the neuron
with the most relevant specialization) in each layer is activated to process the
sample – this dynamic activation occurs in what we call the synapse mechanism.
Crucially, we design the synapse mechanism such that each specialized neuron
is only activated on a subset of samples that are similar, with only fine-grained
differences between them. During training, since each specialized neuron is only
trained on a subset of the data that contains similar samples, the training loss
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will push the specialized neuron to learn to handle the fine-grained information
relevant to these samples, instead of learning more common discriminative cues
that are applicable to the more common samples. Hence, each specialized neuron gains specialized capability that is highly effective at classifying a particular
subset of samples, leading to improved fine-grained recognition performance.
Moreover, considering that fine-grained differences between similar samples
might exist in more spatial or temporal aspects, we further propose spatiotemporal specialization in the specialized neurons, to further optimize their architectures. By explicitly forcing the specialized neurons to focus on spatial or
temporal aspects for each channel of the input feature map, they are pushed
to exploit fine-grained differences in that specific aspect, leading to better sensitivity towards the fine-grained differences in that aspect. Such channel-wise
decisions on spatial or temporal specializations are learned in an end-to-end
manner for improved performance. Lastly, we further improve the generalization
capability of our DSTS module by proposing Upstream-Downstream Learning,
where the model parameters involved in making its dynamic decisions are metalearned.
Next, we formally introduce the DSTS module which is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Setting batch size to 1 for simplicity, we assume that the pre-trained backbone
outputs a feature map X ∈ RNin ×Nt ×Nh ×Nw , where Nin , Nt , Nh , Nw represent
the channel, temporal, height and width dimensions of the feature map, respectively. The DSTS module consists of L layers, with each layer comprising of N
specialized neurons. We define the i-th specialized neuron in the j-th layer as
nij , which is shown in detail in Fig. 3. Each specialized neuron nij has a scoring
kernel mij ∈ RNout ×Nin ×1×1×1 (with the size of 1 × 1 × 1 for efficiently encoding
information from all channels of feature map X), a spatial operator consisting
of a convolutional kernel Sij ∈ RNout ×Nin ×1×3×3 (2D on the spatial domain), a
temporal operator consisting of a convolutional kernel Tij ∈ RNout ×Nin ×3×1×1
(1D on the temporal domain) and gates gij ∈ RNin .
3.2

DSTS Layer

In this subsection, we describe a single DSTS layer. For clarity, we describe
the first DSTS layer and omit the layer index, using ni to represent the i-th
specialized neuron (which consists of mi , Si , Ti and gi ) in this DSTS layer.
Synapse Mechanism The synapse mechanism is the crucial step that dynamically activates the specialized neuron with the most relevant specialization for
the given input feature map X. Importantly, similar feature maps should activate the same specialized neurons, so that each specialized neuron is pushed to
specialize in fine-grained differences to distinguish between these similar feature
maps during training.
To implement the synapse mechanism to achieve the above-mentioned specialization effect, we include a scoring kernel mi in each specialized neuron ni
that is applied on the input feature map X in a step that we call the scoring
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convolution. The resulting output is summed to produce a relevance score (which
we call an impulse vi ) between the input feature map X and the fine-grained
specialization capabilities of the specialized neuron ni . The higher the impulse
produced by a specialized neuron, the higher the relevance of the specialized
neuron’s knowledge to the input feature, and the more likely it will be activated.
In the first step, to calculate the relevance scores between a specialized neuron
ni and a feature map X, we first apply a scoring convolution using the scoring
kernel mi on X:
  \label {eqn:scoring_conv} q_i = m_i (X), 
(1)
where we slightly abuse the notation to let mi (·) denote the scoring convolution
function applied to an input using scoring kernel mi (we adopt this notation
for all convolution functions in this work) and qi ∈ RNout ×Qt ×Qh ×Qw is an
intermediate representation with Qt , Qh , Qw being the resulting temporal, width
and height dimensions.
We then sum all elements in qi to get the impulse vi of specialized neuron
ni .
  \label {eqn:impulse_sum} v_i = \sum _{u_c=1}^{N_{out}} \sum _{u_t=1}^{Q_t} \sum _{u_h=1}^{Q_h} \sum _{u_w=1}^{Q_w} q_{i,u_c,u_t,u_h,u_w} 

(2)

We conduct the above process (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) for all scoring kernels {mi }N
i=1
of the N specialized neurons in the DSTS layer to obtain the complete set of
impulse values V:
  \mathcal {V} = \{v_i\}_{i=1}^N. 

(3)

Finally, we apply the Gumbel-Softmax technique [14] on V to select a specialized neuron to activate. The selection to activate specialized neuron na is
made by producing a one-hot vector with a 1 at the selected index a. During
training, the Gumbel-Softmax allows gradients to backpropagate through this
selection mechanism. During testing, the activated specialized neuron na is the
one with the highest impulse within V, and has the most relevant specialization
to discriminate between samples similar to the input X.
We remark that this synapse mechanism is crucial for the specialization of the
specialized neurons. As convolutional filters tend to produce similar responses
for similar feature maps [47, 45], qi and vi tend to be similar for similar feature
maps. Hence, during training, similar feature maps are highly likely to produce
high impulse scores for (and activate) the same specialized neuron; this neuron
will thus be updated using only a subset of similar samples, which pushes this
neuron to specialize in fine-grained differences to distinguish between them.
Spatio-Temporal Specialization Intuitively, after na is activated, we can
simply apply a 3D convolution kernel (corresponding to na ) on X to extract
the spatio-temporal information. Yet, in fine-grained action recognition, the finegrained differences between actions can exist in more spatial or temporal aspects
of actions, which require emphasis along their respective dimensions for effective
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discrimination. Motivated by this, instead of optimizing the parameters within a
3D kernel architecture, we additionally optimize the architectures of the specialized neurons to specialize in focusing on either more spatial or more temporal
fine-grained information.
More concretely, our spatio-temporal Impulse 𝑣
Gates
specialization method adapts the arS
semHash
Scoring
S
Spatial Operator
Conv
chitectures of the specialized neurons
T
to utilize either a spatial operator or
𝑍
𝑋
𝑍
S
S
a temporal operator for each input
𝑍 1x1x1 𝑍
𝒃
Conv
channel. The spatial operator uses a
2D convolution that focuses on the
𝑋
𝑍
𝑍
Input 𝑋
spatial aspects of the feature map
Temporal Operator
while the temporal operator uses a
1D convolution that focuses on the
Fig. 3. Illustration of a specialized neuron
temporal aspects. To achieve spatial n . A scoring convolution using m , folij
ij
or temporal specialization, we explic- lowed by a summation, produces impulse
itly restrict the specialized neurons to vij that is used to determine if nij is acchoose between spatial or temporal tivated. Gate parameters gij are used to
operators for each input channel. Dur- generate b using the Improved Semhash
(using channeling training, this design forces each method, which determines
N
specialized neuron to exploit fine- wise multiplication ) if each input changrained differences in each channel be- nel uses the spatial operator’s kernel Sij (in
tween similar samples in the chosen green) or the temporal operator’s kernel Tij
aspect, leading to better sensitivity (in orange). After the processing of the spatial and temporal operators, both features
L
towards these fine-grained differences.
)
ZS′ and ZT′ are added (indicated with
Since different channels of the input and fused using a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution to
feature map can convey different in- get output Z ′ .
formation, which might lie in the spatial or temporal aspects, we let our model adapt its architecture to select the
operator in each channel that would lead to greater discriminative capability.
Such architectural decisions (spatial or temporal) for each channel are learned
by the gate parameters. When it is beneficial for the specialized neuron to focus
more on a certain fine-grained aspect, the gates will learn to use the corresponding operator across more channels, pushing for higher sensitivity towards that
aspect for improved discriminative capability. The efficacy of this channel-wise
design for spatio-temporal specialization is investigated empirically along with
other baselines in Section 4.3.
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Spatio-temporal Architectural Decisions using Gates. This step takes place after the synapse mechanism, where a specialized neuron na is activated. The
specialized neuron’s gate parameters ga consists of Nin elements, with each element corresponding to one input channel. Each gate parameter determines if
the corresponding channel is processed using the spatial or temporal operator.
During the forward pass, we sample binary decisions from the gate parameters ga using the Improved Semhash method [16, 17, 4], obtaining a binary vector
b ∈ {0, 1}Nin . Improved Semhash allows us to train gate parameters ga in an
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end-to-end manner. We opt for the Improved Semhash instead of the GumbelSoftmax here as we can use less parameters (Nin instead of 2Nin ). We denote
the l-th element of b as bl . If bl = 0, then the corresponding input channel l will
use the spatial operator. While if bl = 1, then the corresponding input channel l
will use the temporal operator. More details of Improved Semhash can be found
in the Supplementary.
Specialized Spatio-Temporal Processing. After obtaining channel-wise architectural decisions b, we can commence with the channel-wise selection of input
feature map X to obtain features XS and XT as follows, which will be used for
learning fine-grained spatial and temporal information respectively:
  \label {eqn:XS} X_S =(\textbf {1} - \textbf {b}) \cdot X, \\ \label {eqn:XT} X_T =\textbf {b} \cdot X,
(5)
where 1 is a vector of 1’s of size Nin , and · refers to multiplication along the
channel dimension while treating each element of b and (1 - b) as a channel.
Using XS and XT , spatial and temporal outputs ZS , ZT are obtained using the
respective spatial and temporal kernels Sa , Ta within na :
  Z_{S} = S_{a} (X_S), \\ Z_{T} = T_{a} (X_T),
(7)
where ZS denotes features that capture spatial information of input feature map
X, while ZT denotes features that capture temporal information. ZS and ZT are
then fed to a batch normalization and a ReLU activation layer. We denote the
two output features as ZS′ and ZT′ . The output feature map Z is obtained by
adding ZS′ and ZT′ :
  Z = Z_{S}' + Z_{T}' 
(8)
Lastly, a 1 × 1 × 1 convolution is applied to Z to fuse both spatial and
temporal features. These fused features Z ′ are then fed to the next DSTS layer
or classifier.
Spatio-temporal specialization allows specialized neurons to focus on either
more spatial or temporal fine-grained information. If a specialized neuron ni is
activated on a subset of similar samples with fine-grained spatial differences,
encoding more spatial information by applying the spatial operator on more
channels will tend to be more effective, and gi will be trained to produce more
0’s in b. On the other hand, if the samples in the subset contain more finegrained temporal differences, the model will learn to apply the temporal operator
across more channels, by optimizing gi to produce more 1’s in b for better
fine-grained action recognition. It is also possible that the spatial and temporal
aspects are equally important to discriminate similar actions. In this case, gi will
be optimized to handle both spatial and temporal fine-grained information.
3.3

Upstream-Downstream Learning

To further improve the performance of our DSTS module, we design a UDL
algorithm that better optimizes the model parameters involved in making dynamic decisions, which we call upstream parameters. These upstream parameters
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(i.e., scoring kernels m and gate parameters g) that make dynamic decisions
and downstream parameters (i.e., spatial and temporal operators S and T ) that
process input, are jointly trained during our end-to-end training, which can be
challenging as upstream parameters themselves also affect the training of downstream ones. This is because, upstream parameters determine which downstream
parameters will be used, and consequently updated. Hence, we use meta-learning
[8, 29] to optimize upstream parameters while taking their downstream effects
into account, leading to the improved learning of downstream parameters and
overall improved performance.
There are three steps in our meta-learning algorithm. In the first step, we
simulate an update step by updating downstream parameters while keeping upstream parameters frozen. This simulates the training process of the downstream
parameters when the current set of upstream parameters are used to make dynamic decisions. In the crucial second step, we evaluate the model’s performance
on held-out samples in a validation set, which estimates model performance on
unseen samples. The second-order gradients (with respect to upstream parameters) from this evaluation provide feedback on how upstream parameters can
be updated such that their dynamic decisions during training can improve the
learning process of downstream parameters, leading to better performance on unseen samples. In the final step, downstream parameters are optimized using the
meta-optimized upstream parameters, which now make dynamic decisions in the
model such that downstream parameters are able to benefit more from training
and have improved (testing) performance.
More concretely, in each iteration, we sample two mini-batches from the
training data: training samples Dtrain and validation samples Dval . The two
mini-batches should not contain overlapping samples, as we want to use Dval to
estimate performance on unseen samples. The algorithm proceeds in three steps:
Firstly, a Simulated Update Step updates downstream parameters d using
supervised loss ℓ on Dtrain .
  \label {eqn:simulated_downstream_update} \hat {d} = d- \alpha \nabla _{d} \ell (u,d;D_{train}), 

(9)

where α is a learning rate hyperparameter, while u and d denote the upstream
and downstream parameters respectively. We keep upstream parameters u fixed
in this step.
Secondly, a Meta-Update Step evaluates the updated model on Dval . We
update upstream parameters u using the second-order gradients with respect to
u when they were used to make decisions in the first Simulated Update Step, as
follows:
  \label {eqn:metaupdate} u' = u- \alpha \nabla _{u} \ell (\hat {u},\hat {d};D_{val}), 
(10)
where û is a copy of u, but no gradients are computed with respect to û. We
denote it this way, because the same set of u parameters are used twice (in Eq. 9
and Eq. 10), and we want to compute second-order gradients ∇u with respect to
u in Eq. 9, not first-order gradients with respect to û in Eq. 10. These secondorder gradients ∇u provide feedback on how to adjust u such that their dynamic
decisions lead to better training of the downstream parameters (as simulated
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in the Simulated Update Step), resulting in improved performance on unseen
samples. d is not updated in this step.
Finally, d is updated in the Actual Update Step while keeping u′ frozen.
  d' = d- \alpha \nabla _{d} \ell (u',d;D_{train}) 

(11)

One iteration of this algorithm concludes here, and we obtain updated parameters u′ and d′ . An outline of the algorithm is shown in the Supplementary.

4

Experiments

We conduct experiments using our proposed DSTS module on two popular finegrained action recognition datasets, i.e., the Something-Something v2 dataset
(SSV2) [10] and Diving48 dataset [18].
SSV2 [10] is a large dataset, containing approximately 220k videos across 174
different classes. It consists of crowd-sourced clips that show humans performing
basic actions with various types of everyday objects. The difference between
classes could lie in fine-grained spatial or temporal details, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Following [10, 20, 49], we split the data into 169k training and 27k test videos.
Diving48 [18] contains approximately 18k trimmed video clips of 48 classes
of competitive diving sequences. There are fine-grained differences between the
48 classes, which could exist at takeoff, in flight, at entry, or a combination of
them in the diving sequences, making it a challenging classification task. Following [18, 48], we split the data into 16k training and 2k test videos. Following
[48], we use the cleaned (v2) labels released in Oct 2020.
4.1

Implementation details

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed DSTS module, Swin-B transformer [20]
and TPN [44] are used as the backbone networks. In our experiments, each
DSTS layer contains 10 specialized neurons (N = 10) and the DSTS module has
3 layers (L = 3). The dimensions of the input X, such as Nin , Nt , Nh , Nw are
determined by different backbone networks, and we set Nout = Nin . Thus, the
shape of Sij , Tij , gij and mij for each nij are dependent on the backbones.
The experiments are conducted on 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs with batch size
B = 8. We follow the experimental settings of Video Swin Transformer [20],
using the AdamW optimizer and setting the initial learning rate α as 3 × 10−4 .
For TPN, we follow the experimental settings in [44], using the SGD optimizer
and setting the initial learning rate α as 0.01. We compute cross-entropy loss as
the supervised loss ℓ for classification.
During training, using the Gumbel-Softmax and Improved Semhash techniques for selection of specialized neurons and operators, our model is end-to-end
trainable. We set Gumbel-Softmax temperature τ = 1, and the noise applied to
Improved SemHash is sampled from a standard Gaussian distribution.
During testing, given an input feature map X, impulse values {vij }N
i=1 are
computed for all N specialized neurons in each layer j. However, because we
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Table 1. Top-1 and Top-5 scores (%) on SSv2. Type “C” indicates CNN-based architectures and “T” indicates Transformer-based architectures. Our DSTS module improves
Top-1 accuracy of TPN by 2.5% and Swin-B by 2.2%.
Method
Type Top-1
SlowFast [7]
C
63.1
TPN [44]
C
64.7
ViViT-L [1]
T
65.4
TSM (Two-stream) [19] C
66.6
MViT-B [5]
T
67.7
Swin-B [20]
T
69.6
TPN w/ DSTS
C
67.2
Swin-B w/ DSTS
T
71.8

Top-5
87.6
88.1
89.8
91.3
90.9
92.7
89.2
93.7

do not require gradients this time, the input X is only processed by the best′
matching specialized neuron naj of each layer j, to obtain output Zaj
. Notably,
no noise is added to Gumbel-Softmax and Improved Semhash during inference.
4.2

Experiment Results

Results on SSv2. Following [20, 1, 19], we report Top-1 and Top-5 accuracy
scores across all models on the test set of SSv2. Results are shown in Table 1. As
both CNNs and Transformers are used to tackle action recognition, we test DSTS
on a CNN-based architecture (TPN [44]) and a Transformer-based architecture
(Swin-B [20]) to investigate if our DSTS module provides performance gains on
both types of architectures.
Adding our DSTS module to baseline architectures leads to improved performance on both architectures. Adding DSTS to TPN (TPN w/ DSTS), the
performance of TPN improves by 2.5%, achieving a Top-1 accuracy of 67.2%.
To the best of our knowledge, this performance is state-of-the-art among CNNbased architectures, surpassing even the performance of the two-stream TSM
which utilizes additional optical flow information. This shows that DSTS can
improve performance for CNN-based backbones on fine-grained action recognition. Adding DSTS to Swin-B (Swin-B w/ DSTS) improves Top-1 accuracy
by 2.2%, achieving a new state-of-the-art of 71.8%, showing that DSTS can help
improve fine-grained action recognition on Transformer-based backbones as well.
Qualitative results and visualizations have been placed in the Supplementary.
Results on Diving48. Following [48], we report Top-1 accuracy and mean
accuracy per class across all models on Diving48 dataset. Results are shown in
Table 2. Using DSTS module leads to significant improvements on Diving48 as
well. It achieves a Top-1 improvement of 2.2% on TPN and 2.5% on Swin-B.
TPN w/ DSTS achieves state-of-the-art result of 88.4% Top-1 accuracy.
4.3

Ablation Studies

We conduct extensive ablation studies to evaluate the importance of certain
design choices. Ablation studies are conducted on Diving48, using TPN as a
backbone. More experiments are placed in the Supplementary.
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Table 2. Top-1 and Class-wise accuracy scores (%) on Diving48. Our DSTS module
improves Top-1 accuracy of TPN by 2.2% and Swin-B by 2.5%.
Method
Type Top-1 Class-wise Acc
I3D [3]
C
48.3
33.2
TSM (Two-stream) [19] C
52.5
32.7
GST [22]
C
78.9
69.5
TQN [48]
T
81.8
74.5
Swin-B [20]
T
80.5
69.7
TPN [44]
C
86.2
76.0
Swin-B w/ DSTS
T
83.0
71.5
TPN w/ DSTS
C
88.4
78.2

1) Spatio-temporal specialization. We evaluate the impact of spatio-temporal spe- Table 3. Evaluation results (%) on
cialization on our DSTS module, and the the impact of spatio-temporal specialresults are shown in Table 3. It can be ization of DSTS modules on Diving48.
Method
Top-1 Class-wise Acc
observed that DSTS module with spatioDSTS w/o STS
87.2
76.5
DSTS w/o Gates 87.3
76.7
temporal specialization (DSTS w/ STS)
DSTS w/ STS
88.4
78.2
performs better than DSTS without it
(DSTS w/o STS), showing its effectiveness. For DSTS w/o STS, only one operator, i.e., a 3D convolution with batch normalization and ReLU, within each
nij is employed to process X. Besides, when we remove gates gij (DSTS w/o
Gates), and let all specialized neurons have the same factorized architecture
(the channels are split into two fixed halves, to which the spatial and temporal
operators are applied respectively), the performance decreases by 1.1%. This
shows that our gates learn channel-wise architectures that are more specialized
and effective for fine-grained recognition, compared to fixed architectures.
2) Synapse Mechanism. We
investigate the impact of the Table 4. Evaluation results (%) on the impact of the
synapse mechanism, and re- synapse mechanism on Diving48.
Method
Top-1 Class-wise Acc Model Size
sults are shown in Table 4. Baseline TPN
86.2
76.0
63M
Following our method with w/o Synapse Mechanism 86.5
76.4
75M
78.2
75M
the dynamic synapse mech- w/ Synapse Mechanism 88.4
anism and activating the most relevant specialized neuron at each layer (w/
Synapse Mechanism) achieves better results compared to activating all specialized neurons and averaging their outputs (w/o Synapse Mechanism),
which is a non-dynamic design with the same number of parameters as our
method. This shows that the performance improvement comes from our synapse
mechanism and its dynamic design, and not the additional parameters. This improvement is because, unlike w/o Synapse Mechanism which trains all neurons
on all data samples and tends to learn more common discriminative cues that
apply to the more common samples, our DSTS module trains each specialized
neuron only on a subset of similar samples, explicitly pushing them to gain better
specialized fine-grained abilities.
3) Upstream-Downstream Learning. We conduct experiments to evaluate the
performance gains from our UDL method, and the results can be seen in Table 5.
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We observe that our UDL method
(DSTS w/ UDL) improves perfor- Table 5. Evaluation results (%) on the
mance over using backpropagation in impact of the UDL method on Diving48.
Method
Top-1 Class-wise Acc
a single step (DSTS w/o UDL). We
DSTS w/o UDL 87.4
76.7
emphasize that such these performance
DSTS w/ UDL 88.4
78.2
gains are achieved using only slightly more training time, which is reported in
the Supplementary.
4) Number of specialized neurons in each DSTS
layer. We evaluate the impact of using different Table 6. Evaluation results
numbers of specialized neurons in each DSTS layer, (%) for different numbers of
and the results are shown in Table 6. When N is specialized neurons N in each
module on Diving48.
low (e.g., N = 5), using more specialized neurons DSTS
N Top-1 Class-wise Acc
in each DSTS layer (e.g., N = 10) improves the
5 87.3
76.2
10 88.4
78.2
performance, which can be explained by the in15 88.3
78.2
crease in representational capacity. More precisely,
when there are more specialized neurons, each one can afford to be more specialized towards a smaller subset of data, which improves their capability. We
use N = 10 as this improvement effect tapers off when N is increased beyond
10.
5) Number of DSTS layers. We also evaluate the
impact of varying L, i.e., stacking different num- Table 7. Evaluation results
bers of DSTS layers, and results are shown in Table (%) for different numbers of
layers L on Diving48.
7. As expected, stacking more DSTS layers leads DSTS
L Top-1 Class-wise Acc
to better performance. This is because, the DSTS
1 87.5
76.8
3 88.4
78.2
module with more layers could have greater repre5 88.2
78.2
sentational capacity to process more complex and
fine-grained cues. When we increase L from 1 to 3, we obtain an improvement of
0.9%, and increasing L further does not lead to further improvement. We thus
set L = 3.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel DSTS module consisting of dynamically
activated specialized neurons for fine-grained action recognition. Our spatiotemporal specialization method optimizes the architectures of specialized neurons to focus more on spatial or temporal aspects. Our UDL procedure further
improves the performance of our DSTS module. We obtain state-of-the-art finegrained action recognition performance on two popular datasets by adding DSTS
modules to baseline architectures.
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